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Transom definition architecture

A cross separates the entrance of a window or light above the horizontal organ across the top or center of the transum light window/transom window/transum: in the United States, a window or part above the door, whether rectangular or arched. Also, a window that stops along the upper edge light: in the window, the
openings between mullions. In general, fanlite parts: arched window or part above the door: ornamental panel, carving or section of wood directly above the entrance - similar to the transom window, but not found unmade of transrectangular glass and side lights in the Greek Renaissance, neoclassical methods before
electric lighting, the interior building was often very dark, even in the middle of the day. Putting transom windows over the interior doors allows light to penetrate further into the building. They are regaining popularity today as more homeowners prefer natural, rather than artificial, light in their homes. Homeowners also
appreciate the security value of transom windows, which allow in light even while the door below is still securely locked. Some transum frames are fixed and cannot be opened. These windows are often decorative in some way. They may be divided into multiple parts by vertical muntins, or they may be filled with stained
glass. The decorative value of the Transum windows was greatly appreciated in the Victorian period. Other Transum windows can be opened. Sometimes the hinges are placed at the bottom of the window, so that the transum window opens at the top. In this arrangement, a lightweight chain is often attached so that the
window cannot fall too far. These windows can also be stopped at the top, so that they open at the bottom. - Wisegeek (March 2019 online) Examples from Buffalo: Other examples: (Definition transom of cambridge advanced learner dictionary and conken © Cambridge University Press) Light Transum/Transum Window/
Transum: In the United States, a window or part above the door, whether rectangular or arched. Also, a window that stops along the upper edgeLight: in the window, the openings between mullions. In general, panesFanlight: arched window or part above the door ... Transhomin North America transom is generally light
above the entrance, also called light. In Europe, the transum is the horizontal structural organ that separates the door from the window above it. My son ... Transom - a small window or wood block above the door, but still under the door. Transom Bar - a piece of wood located above the door and under transom. Tower -
a tower usually located on the side of a building. ~ ed windows: a window built over a door or above linteltriglyph: an ornament in a doric frieze, consisting of a drop block having three vertical parallel channels on its face... ~ A horizontal across a piece or between a door and a window above it, or split the window bars
themselves. Tsukubai ... ~: A small window placed above a door or window. Tower: Small tower in the corner of a building. Veneer: A thin decorative finish is usually made of brick, stone or plaster. ~: The member framing horizontal between the door and the window above; Truncated: Cut or cut, usually in reference to
the ceiling. Related topics ... ~ medium horizontal bar of stone or wood across the open window. The horizontal member of the door frame under the lamp. Gears ... ~ - 1. Horizontal strip of wood or stone through a window. 2.The cross bar separates the door from the window, plate, or fan light above it. 3. Window over
the bar ~ of the door. Tower - small tower, usually supported by corbels. ~ A small window fits on the top of the door or window, primarily for more light and aesthetic value. True split the lightA statement that refers to windows that multiple individual parts of glass or lights are assembled in a scarf using muntins. ~: A
horizontal part of a step or a drawer. Tread: The horizontal part of a step or drawer. Rafters: The way the roof is built using a triple-ready frame of wood. Now widely used in local construction. ~ : Horizontal bar of stone or wood in the window to divide lights.trebuchet: giant siege engine in the form of rock launch
catapult.trefoil: three or three leaves motif.trunnions: axes that turned the drawbridge. ~ - Horizontal division of the window; Trefoil - three lobed. Truss - A wooden frame used to support the ceiling above the great hall. ~Glass window above the door, often rectangular. Arched ~ s fanlights are called. Windows may have
~ above, providing additional light for the interior, but not part of the operating part of the window below. Theodore bracket ... ~ small, usually rectangular or fanlight window on the door. Some ~s open to cross house ventilation, while others are only decorative.trefoil decorative decorative shape that features three
lobes.triforium in a church, corridor or gallery above the dish passage and under clerestory. ~ Horizontal strip of wood or stone through a window or top of the door. The horizontal part of a step or drawer. Joist trimmed cut tributaries where a hole is formed in a roof, ceiling or floor, for example a sunroof or stairs. ~:
Horizontal division of window.transverse bracket: an arch in the corners based on the main body of the building.travertine: creamy Italian limestone, which can be polished with good effect. ~ The light window is tight, sometimes stops at the top, positioned on the entrance or larger window. Gears ... ~ window or item
above the door but within its vertical frame. Gears ... ~ horizontal across a bar in wood or stone that extends the window, top door, or is located in a screen tracking. Transverse arc ... ~ - A bar on a window or door, or between the window and the door. Tower - small tower, often ornamental, starting from the highest
ground level. ~: A horizontal bar of stone or wood that separates the window from the window under it or the light of the opening of the door. Trefoil: ... ~ - horizontal member across the slot or plate (for example under the balcony valance). Trefoil - three forms of symmetrical (or circular) leaf engraved within a circle.
(Also: Quatriver, multi-foil). Triple window - vertically divided into three panels or equal panels. ~References [edit]^ Martinot, Eric (1997). Investments to improve energy efficiency in residential buildings in the countries of the former Soviet Union (1. Print. Washington, D.C.: World Bank. p. 117. Redcom 0-8213-4057-3.
See it on February 19, 2013. ~ Windowwindow - a frame of wood or metal that contains windowpane glass and built in a wall or ceiling to recognize light or air2. - A small window above the trap door - plumbing device prevent sewage odors from entering the house. Horizontal window above the entrance TREILLAGE -
lattice or trellis, often used for planting vines and climbing plantsturret -ornamental tower drop of larger structure ... ~ horizontal partition of a window constructed of wood or stone. Transept: Lateral extensions that form across the arms of the Crossform Cathedral or church, which consists of an open space set casually
into a dish, dividing the courtyard of the sanctuary. ~~ Window light, either fixed or movable, positioned above the opening in the wall. TUDOR ARCH (see ARCH)TURRET small tower from the corner of the building. ~ Horizontal piece of wood, steel, aluminum or stone through window, opening or door. The upper frame
of the door often separates the highlight from the door ~. Trombe wall ... ~e: Element of scaffolding: horizontal tube support boards. Also a horizontal member of the carpentry, for example part of the frame between the upper and lower window. Tree keeping order: ... Operable ~ In the office sensor doorwayOccupancy in
a small officemount mounted in the common space of modulation lighting ... Across a window with one single mulion ~, forming a cross-shape. CrossingIn church, central space at the intersection of the repellent dish, and snsls. Cross bow: An arch that runs over the pavements at the crossing. Crossing tower: Tower
above the crossing. ~ - A small window above the door Trayle - decorative motif of continuous vines, paper and grape sets Trefoil - clover model - triglyph leaves - panide decoration in Turpet Frieze - a small tower on the corner of the building supported by a Tuscan corbels column - a simple column with a plain shaft ...
SIDELIGHT WINDOW IMMEDIATELY NEXT TO THE DOOR. A. The window is a window above the door. The fanlight is a window in the form of a fan above the door. It may stretch over the side lights. SOFFIT the underside of any architectural feature. ~ Flat light, glass panel above the door, usually multi-stirring.
Theodore arch arch flattened with a center point above the door or window, is commonly seen in tudor style buildings revived, (also called arc 4 center). A small tower tower in the corner of a building. Suspenseful tomb: A arched break in the inner face of a church that was used to house a tomb. TRACERY: Cross-cutting
work for decoration at the top of the window.~: A horizontal organ that divides the top of the lower lights of the window. ~ - Horizontal division of the window; Traverse - a small bank or wall that cuts across a line of covered way. Trebuchet or Ballesta - siege engine in the form of a large catapult. Trefoil - three lobes.
Truss - wooden frame used to support the ceiling above the great hall. LATTICED Super ~: Latticed ~ above spring level. LATTICED ~: Horizontal connection between tornadoes from a window, formed by curved crossed sectors at the same level in adjacent lights. LEAN-TO ROOF: A monosteep roof built on the wall.
Rectangular ~ Lights and side lights Pilasters to either side of the doors (may be pediment) pediment (doors, triple only) classic story one or two full-height story columns entering (usually with pediment) Greek revival house plans have a bishop's faintest or shaded with low pitches. Com, Andrew's Visual Media Branding
Agency ~ Design says, we went through at least four or five different domain names. At one point, we had ~ labs.com, and then we had ~ co.com, which was a terrible choice for the domain name. A. Straight windows ~ above the door are more typical than the Greek revival entrance. Colonial revival buildings are often
fanlights, which are semicircular or semi-elliptical ~ windows usually with glass bars radiating out like a fan. Side lighting is a fixed window surrounding the door. Cod head breeders may include bay or photo window, side lights, and ~ window. Cape Cod was not particularly common among Fullerton residents, but there
are examples scattered throughout the city. A good example of style, the residence was built at 541 W. Whiting Avenue in 1982. Grand, vertical entrance porticoGlass ~s to bring sunlight into the lobby-shaped rooms, allowing front-to-back and side-by-side ventilation downstairs to separate the living spaces of the kitchen
and storage areas ... Through the window. Divided into four sections by mullion and ~. Crypt. An underground room or cellar, usually under the presbytery of a church and used for burial or sometimes as oratory. 1- The dome. The panelled front door was mostly concentrated, marked by decorative plysats and crowned
with a covered entablature. The light ~ can be found either above the door or inside Top of the door. In subsequent years, side lights and oval lights were added to enhance front entry. Molion - a vertical strip of wood, metal or stone that divides the window into two or more sections (see ~). Paired - a type of decorative
corbel used in Islamic architecture which in some circumstances, resembling hicrubs. In wide windows of this type, the wide aperture is first fitted with a grid of stone (consisting of vertical and horizontal mulls ~s). Inside each stone rectangle, the metal frame carries small circular parts or diamonds of glass. Strong ties are
brought to the outdoors too, through flowers and trees that are engraved in windows, doors and lanterns. Original Japanese shapes appear throughout the house, in the contour of the dining room table, lifting the clouds in the ~ bar of each window, ... It has a sharply pitched roof with horizontal projections called purlins.
The bias is made of applause. The two stucco terrace boasts bracketed posts. Door openings and windows are wide and horizontally aligned. Multi-stirring windows and bars ~ low. ~: Horizontal bar through a window. TREFOIL: Open three lobes, usually a circle. TRIGLYPH: Block with vertical exits on a classic frieze
(see also Metop). TRIPLET: See Lancets, Triple. Transformed: The decoration in the bands applied to a wooden shaft or stone by turning them on the lathe. ~ - Horizontal strip of wood or stone through the window or top of the door. Trap - Bend the 'u' shape in the waste pipe, or soil pipes or boil contain enough water to
provide sealing and prevent the entry of foul air into a building. Tread - a horizontal part of a step or a drawer. See also: What is the meaning of the house, architecture, door, frame, decoration? ► Transit Transition Window ►
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